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ABSTRACT
The parameters of the) efflux from a helium Oewar in space were
numerically calculated. 	 The flow was modeled as a one-dimensional,
compressible, ideal gas with variable properties. 	 The primary boundary
{	 conditions are flow with friction and flow with heat transfer and friction.
Two PASCAL programs were developed to calculate the efflux parameters: EFFLUXD
and EFrLUXM.	 EFFLUXD calculates the minimum mass flow for the given shield
temperatures and shield heat inputs. It then calculates the pipe lengths,
diameter, and fluid parameters which satisfy all boundary conditions. Since
the diameter returned by EFFLUXD is only rarely of nominal size, EFFLU XM
calculates the mass flow and shield heat exchange for given pipe lengths,






















































,. One	 of the	 primary	 objectives	 in	 the design of a	 long	 lifetime helium
a dewar is to minimize the parasitic heat lead. 	 This is accomplished to a large
extent. through	 low-conduction	 supports	 and	 vapor-cooled	 shields	 imbedded in
multi-layered insulation	 (MLI).	 The vapor-cooled shields can be modeled as a
series of heat exchangers with constant temperature walls 	 and constant heat
input
	 to	 the	 helium	 efflux.	 With	 the	 ambient	 pressure	 of	 space	 being
a approximately zero, the fluid flow is compressible with a Mach number of unity





of	 pipe	 required	 to	 provide	 the	 necessary
	
heat
transfer and (2) the diameter required for the optimum mass flow to reach the
Mach number of unity at the throat.
t This	 solution	 entailed	 the development of two 	 PASCAL programs:	 EFFLUXM
and EFFLUXD.	 EFFLUXD is used to optimize mass flow and define the length and
diameter of the heat exchangerg	 pipe.	 Since this diameter is only rarely and
by chance of nominal 	 size, EFFLUXM is used to determine the mass flow and heat
absorption	 of a	 similar heat	 exchanger	 but with a nominal 	 diameter close to
l
1. theoretical diameter determined through EFFLUXD.	 These programs are explained
in APPENDIX A.
i Although the original	 scope of the- project was to develop these programs
with	 the	 number	 of	 shields,	 the	 temperature	 of	 these	 shields	 and	 their
a
position
	 as	 given,	 a	 second-law thermal	 analysis	 of	 the shield	 system would
seem beneficial	 to the project as a whole.	 Preliminary calculations indicate
that the optimal	 number of shields	 is	 Less than the five previously cited by







The shield heat exchanger system is a bit unusual in that both shield
temperature and heat input are specified at each shield from an overall heat
transfer analysis of the entire insulation system developed elsewhere.
	 If a
shield heat exchanger system is analyzed with the effectiveness method, it
becomes clear that for a given effectiveness the mass flow is a dependent
variable.	 This mass flow may be minimized as an explicit function .,f shield
temperature, heat input, and effectiveness. As an example of the method, the
three-shield system shown in Fig. 1 will be analyzed. The initial stagnation
temperature, the shield temperatures, the shield heat inputs, and the shield
effectiveness (or shield-to-helium exit temperature difference) are all
given.	 From the definition of effectiveness as shown in Eq. (1), the fluid
stagnation temperatures at points 1, 2, and 3 may be calculated.
e	
(To out - To•in)/(Tw - To id . 	( 1)
Note that the stagnation temperature at points 1 and 2 are outlet conditions
for one shield and inlet. conditions for the next.
	 A single mass flow,
however, will generally create different effectiveness in each shield.
Consequently, the optimal mass flow must A be found which will provide the
maximum effectiveness in one shield. To accomplish this objective, each jth
mass flow is calculated as a function of the initial stagnation temperature,
the jth wall temperature, and the summation of heat inputs to the jth wall.
J
Qwi 1/CCp (Toj - To i n )7	 (2)i=1
The maximum resulting mass flow is the optimal mass flow .for the given
conditions.	 With this mass flow, the actual shield effectivenesses can be
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Figure 1 Temperature profile of helium pipe flow






directly define the heat exchanger lengths. The widely varying properties of
the helium flow, however, force the sectional solution used in the EFFLUXD
program.
In addition to the problem of variable fluid properties, the flow is
compressible with a Mach number of 1 at the exit throat. Since the mass flow
and length have already been set, the cot ,!ai ti on of M - 1 at the exit must be
3
satisfied by determining the proper diameter.
	 This is done implicitly in
•	 EFFLUXD as shown in APPENDIX A. If a nominal rather than calculated diameter
r	 is used, the mass flow is no longer optimized and must be varied until the
1
exit condition of M = 1 is reached.	 This is done implicitly in EFFLUXM as
shown in APPENDIX A.
Both of these programs use a number of functions and procedures which
solve for the exit Mach number of a short section of pipe, given the inlet
i	 Mach number and the boundary conditions. 	 The first of these procedures
calculates the pipe entrance Mach number as a function of mass flow and
diameter as explained in APPENDIX B.
1	 For sections with friction only (connecting pipes between shields or
valves), the flow is assumed laminar below a Reynolds number of 2000 and
turbulent above that.	 This transition changes the frictional and thermal
behavior of the fluid. In laminar flow, the friction factor is a function of
i	 Reynolds number only and the Nusselt number is constant; in turbulent flow,
both the friction factor and Nusselt number are functions of Reynolds and
+► .	 Prandtl numbers as illustrated more clearly in APPENDIX C.
1	 Frictional effects are also important in a heat transfer section of
I`	 sufficient length.	 Before the exit Mach number of a short section may be
calculated, the exit stagnation temperature must be known.	 This can be
calculated with the simple energy balance in APPENDIX D.	 One interesting
5aspect of this balance is that it is a function of the adiabatic wall
temperature.	 For
	 laminar
	 flow,	 this	 is	 equivalent	 to	 the	 stagnation
temperature;	 for turbulent	 flow, the adiabatic wall
	 temperature lies between
' the	 fluid stagnation temperature and the actual
	 fluid temperature.
	 However,
for subsonic pipe flow, the adiabatic wall temperature can be assumed to equal
the stagnation temperature with no appreciable error.
After
	 the	 exit	 stagnation
	 temperature
	 is	 calculated,	 the
	 governing
differential
	 equation	 for	 compressible
	 flow with
	 heat	 transfer and	 friction
may	 be	 simplified	 using
	 Reynolds	 analogy	 and 'the previous energy balance as
ri




is	 solved	 as	 shown	 in
APPENDIX F with a fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.
Y
1
Within each small	 section, the fluid properties may be assumed constant,
but	 overall
	 .thermal	 conductivity,	 viscosity,	 and	 Prandtl




of	 temperature.	 The	 Prandtl
	 number,
	 as	 a	 function
	 of	 absolute








Fig.	 2, while the thermal
	 conductivity and viscosity are modeled with third-
order fits as shown
	 in Figs.	 3 and 4.	 The temperatures used are the section
+ inlet fluid temperatures.
The diameter, once determined, remains constant.
	 Any constriction of the







maintain the uptimal mass flow.
	 Furthermore, diameter increases would either
k
require the design and manufacture of smooth venturi
	 sections or would result
a in pressure loss across the area change.	 This added pressure loss would again
q require	 increasing	 the	 diameter	 even	 more	 or	 require	 increasing	 the	 mass
flow.	 Earlier	 suggestions	 of	 diameter	 increases
	 seemed	 to	 arise	 from the
problem of extremely long
	 pipes;	 heat transfer sections
	 about two orders of
magnitude
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9transfer mechanism was not	 fully understood.	 Even though it is difficult to
see the advantage of area changes, a procedure to deal with them is in EFFLUXD
as shown in APPENDIX H.
	 This approach, however, was never utilized.
To" summarize	 the	 design
	
procedures,	 the
	 following	 components	 can	 be
F identified:
1. The	 sections	 in	 contact	 with	 heat	 shields
	 are	 treated	 as	 heat
exchangers with both heat transfer and friction influencing the flow
of gas.
2. The	 connecting	 sections	 between	 heat	 shields
	 are	 considered	 as
adiabatic lengths with friction only.
3. Valves in the system can be treated as adiabatic sections as in point
2, with equivalent lengths adjusted to yield the proper pressure drop
for a given flow rate and entrance conditions.
	 Depending on the data
i available	 for the valve, this calculation will	 require	 iterations by





• OF POOR QUAUTY
10
APPENDIX A
.- The inputs and outputs of the PASCAL programs ;FFLUND and EFFLUXM should
' be self-explanatory. 	 The	 units	 are consistently SI.	 Example	 runs of both
programs' with	 n4	 five-shield	 system	 follows. The input data used were taken
from	 "Feasibility	 Study	 for	 Long	 Liftime Helium	 Dewar,"	 Parmley,	 R.	 T.,

















110cliM iF[LU1O ( lNiUT/ ,OUTtUT^LE[QOTO , i[[IND1,E[[ 1NDX,lOUTD);
(t$t2ttff#tttitt	 ottftotftistit!	 steflerafeetttt	 :ls etf foI	 sea	 aft	 I#tot2talrrt	 )
(tit /ftRfttlfttt 	 tstt^ff2/tttllr	 2rttrrl$#tRtttt its ter #rR	 fe e 	 tee	 #1222tfti#ftt	 )(#ItetttHt#fftt	 /tittf/Hrtttf/	 tttilettoes#est set tit Its	 Res	 to	 teEettt##ttit! )
(its	 tia	 101 set set err	 its	 Res	 #is	 its)(Sao	 Its	 Ott tot all tie	 Rte	 tit	 Its	 1t#)
(tie	 ess	 tar tot to tia	 Its	 iti	 toes	 tot)
(tot	 its	 too esf tot tar	 tee	 111	 Its	 Art)
1 (tit	 to	 res tit tot to	 tot	 its	 Its	 /ft)(its	 Ito	 so tea sea fie	 iee tie	 tot	 ml
(tottals
	 t/tftft	 1222222 tilt tot too	 tot	 its	 off)(i Jtfott
	
10i22*2	 #tattoo tit its 121	 tat
	
tot	 2201
(tsram	 ftttla!	 $tittle oft its tot	 111 its	 tit	 its)
(its	 121	 tat tot err tie	 Its	 alt	 tee	 fail
(920	 tie	 tee Its fit ate	 its	 ate	 its	 /e2)
ties	 Iii	 tia Ott ter lot	 sot	 its	 tit	 its)
(m	 *ls	 its see its its	 M	 Its	 tit	 tot)
(222	 Its	 tit tit tot its	 tit	 #22	 tit	 fat)+ (titer0tftfft2tt	 tit	 of ttt/ffttitr2itt /r/2222/attest	 fit	 $•1	 12tt2ftf2tt/$t )
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(/tt#ttf#tf12#art ttr#Rf2fltstRtftttttttftttfttRttttttfttfttftrtafrtfttttttff2tfl! lttttttttttttt•Rrfttfftetttifrttttftffrt/t1}(fttttf#t#tttttttt2t2ttfttttlftf tttfttftftttrtrttff#ottttftftrtttttttt ttt#tlt22•222222lttftftoltft2tttltrttlttitrtttfttatttr)
(tiff##1fta11tritituRttftiftttttf2ltt*#	 J. C. CHATO
	
AND	 E. W. 1RINDLEY	 tirttttittitrturttiutfatt2ttiRttrtitttrrttt}
(tl1#1122tlttttttt/tttQtttttltttatttlttt f#ttt11/tt212122tla/ttttff•tlffttti2tttttlftl)
( 222X2ftfl$tttt #ttnftttf#tt#tfttttlttRti fart#2222tot#feftt#tfltRt2tt:ttrrttlltt#t2#Itl
(ttititirtier#ti^ttiltuRtttt # rtttitirtf UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS uRr2titirtiutfetittftiufltitft^tifrttttaa/}
^ ( 1#22222tf2tlftttttttft#f#ftrtffttftttaf ttif#2222222f2rtttt#ftrttafttrtttttt^teffattt)
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i	 ( i 	THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES CERTAIN PARAMETERS OF THE EFFLUX RESULTING#)
( I
 FROM THE PARASITIC HEAT LOAD ON A HELIUM DEVIR iH SPACE. THE SHIELD it
(i SYSTEM CONSISTS OF CONSTANT TEMPERATURE SHIELDS WITH CONSTINT HEAT 	 it
( t INPUTS IS PREDETERMINED BY THE THERMAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
	 1)
( 2 SATELLITE. THE MINIMUM MASS FLOW WHICH CAN SATISFY THESE INPUTS IS t)
( a
 FIRST CALCULATED. THIS MASS FLOW IMPLIES THE LENGTH OF THE SHIELD	 it
i	 ( t HEAT EXCHANGERS. THE MASS FLOW, PIPELENTHS, AND THE NECESSARY 	 at
t i CONDITION OF CHOKED FLOW IT THE EXIT IRE THEN i1510 TO CALCULATE THE t)
(tPIPE DIAMETER. THIS PROGRAM MAY BE USED IN COHJUKCTI ON, WITH EFFLUIM a)
'	 ( I WHICH SOLVES FOR MISS FLOW GIVEN PIPE LENGTHS AND 1 NOMINAL DIIMETEI 11
CONST
114.141591133;





CC UNT=IRRATE1..101 OF RE1L;
ICOUNT=IRRATE0. . 201 OF INTEGER;
IEALOUT=FILE OF REIL;
INTOUT= FILE OF INTEGER;
VAR
MUMWILLS , NUMDIV,SPACEC)TT,A,MTEST : INTEGER;





1,01,M,PO ,TO,O,AE , F,NU:OIVISIONS;
OV,TV,LTEMP' , LSPICE,EFF,OWILL : 000NT;
n,wiMe,+ei'it^ihttfiaW"9K@ i'7Arnns^+






IEGIN ( s INTERACTIVE INPUT 1)
t	 IF INDEX ) 1 THEN
BEGIN
(I REID IN DATA 21
VRIT1LNl'INPUT DATA 13 PROMPTED IT TERMINAL');
VRITLLH('VHEN ASKED FOR 1 SERIES OF DATASUCH 1S THE 591ELD'1;
VIITELN('TIMPEIATURES, INPUT THE DATA IN THE 01011 F10M DEV111);
'	 VIITELN('TO THE OUTE1 10UNDART.');
VIITELN(' ');












VIITELN('EHTER PIPE LENGTIS HOT ON SHIELDS (M)'1;





Elm; ( I FORt )
VIITELN('ENTER TEMPERATURES Of RADIATION SHIELDS (R)');





END W FOR 1)
VIITEL'M('ENTER HEAT INPUTS OF RADIATION SRIILDS (V)');

















i.	 VRITELH('IHITIAL STAGNATION TEMPERATURE (I)^',T0I1]:15:51;
VLITELH(' ');




VRITELHI'INITIIL STAGNATION PRESSURE (Pl):',P1[I1:15:51;
VIITELN(' ');

















FOR I: n l TO NUMVILLS#I 00 READ(EFFIMDI,LSPACEtI]);
+ FOR I:.l TO NUMVALLS 00 1E10(EFfIND1,TV[I]);







END;( • INDITI 01
PROCEDURE OUTOLTl;
BEGIN
VRITELN ( EFFO (ff0,'LAMFLOV 0UTPUT':61) ;
VRITELN ( EFfOUTD,'	 11;
VRITELN ( EFFOUTO,'	 ');
VRITELN(EFFOOTO,'	 ');
a VRITELN(EFFOUTD,'VALUES OF INFUT':60);
VRITELN(FFFOUTD,'
VRITELN(EFfOUTD,'
VRITELN(EFFOUTD,'INLET STAGNATION TEMPERATURE (E) n ':51,TOt17:15;16);
VRITELN(EFFOUTD,'INLET STAGNATION PRESSURE (PA)':30,10t11:15:104
VRITELN(EFf0UT0,'NUMBER Of RADIATION SHIELDS n ':50,NUMVILLS:15);
VIITELN(EFFOUTD,' ');
?'! VRITELH(EFFOUTD,'TEMPERITURES OF RADIATIATION SHIELDS':51);
FOR I: n 1.TO NUMVALLS 00 VRITELR(EFFOUTD,'SHIELD TEMPERATURE (p ':31,[:X ► '•':1,TY[I1:15:10);
VRITELN(EFFOUTD,'
VRITEL!!(EFFOUTD,'H£AT INPUTS TO RADIATION SHIELDS':10);
FOR 1: n i TO XMILLS DO VRITELH(EFFOUTO,'SHIELD HEAT (V)':71,I:t,' n ':1,OVtI]:)5:i/)^
F° VRITELH(EFFOUTD,'
VBITELK(EFFOUTD,'PIPE LENGTHS IMIEN SHIELDS':50);
FOR I: n 1 TO NUMVALLS#1 DO VRITELH(EFFOUTD,'SPACE LENGTH (M)':71,l:1 ► '=':1,LSP10EtIl:1S:10);
VRITELN(EFFOVTD,'	 ');
j YRITELN(EFFOUTD,'SOLU?TOM SECTION SIZE (M)=':SO,DIVLENGTH:15:10);














F VRITELN(EFFOUTD,'TOTAL PIPE LENGTH (M)=':51,LTOTAL:21:10);
1 VIITEEN(EFFOUTD,'SHIELD LEHGTHS'•10);
,. 101 I: =I TO HWALLS 00 VRITELH(EFFOUTD,'SRIELD LENGTH (M)':31,1:X,'=':1,LTEMP[II:15:11);
VRITELN('iEFOUTD,'	 ');
VRITELI((EFFOUTD,'TOTAL HEAT TRANSFER (V)=':SA,OVILL[NUMVILLS+1]:71:11);
x VRITELH(EFfOUTD,'SHIELD HEAT THINSFER':(0);
FOR I:=I TO NUWALLS DO VRITELN(EFEOUTD,'SHIELD HEAT (V)':71,1:2,'=':1,OVALL[I]:15:11);
jt VRITELM(EFFODTD,'	 ');
I VIITELN(EFFOUTD,'OVERILL EXCHANGER EFFECTIVENESS=' a1,EFF[N6'!!VALLS+11:10:101;
VRITEEK(EFFOUTD,'SHIELD EFFECTIVENESS':(0);
101 I:=1 TO NUWALLS DO VRITELN(EFFOUTD,'SHIELD EFF't30,1:1,'=':1,tFF[I1:15:11);
.. VRITELH(EFFOUTD,'	 ');
VRITELN(EFfOUTD,'EXIT STAGNATION TEMERATURE (I) n ':SO,Tl(KUMDI^7:10:11);




FF VIITELN('FOR AN OUTPUT OF SECTION FLOV VARIABLES, INPUT 1. OTHERWISE 11673T W);
RE100;
{ READ(FIET);IF P111 = 1 THEN
• - IEGIN
VRITE(EFFOUTD,'LENGTH':1,'lI1CH NUMBEI 1 :11, 1 STAG TEMP':11,'STAG PRES':11);
VRITE(EFFOPI'0,'TIXP'•10,'PRESSURE':10,'NUSStLT':10,'11TXOLD NUM';15);
G VRITELH(EFFOUTD,'SECTIOH REAT':15,'TOTIL HEIT':15);
u VRITELH(EFFOUTD,'	 ');












VRITtLNI'[OR I PLOT FILE DMI 1, OTHt,?VISE ENTER 1');
ItIDL MAO(Tlll;
It no ) 1 THEN
' OWN
VRITELNI'[OR PLOT Of STAGNATION TERPERATURE ENTER 1.4;
VIITELN('FOR PLOT OF STAGNATION PRESSURE ENTER 2.');
VRITtLN('fDl PLOT Of HEAT TRANSFER ENTER 3.');
It1DLI;R AD MI);
VIITtLM(POM,NUMDIV);






txD( tCISt t )
END;(*FOR2)
FOR I:sl TO NU)O)IV DO VRITELN(PODTO,E(II);
VIITELN('NUMBEI Of IHTEIlTI0NSs':3O,LOOP000NT:3);
VRITELN('FOR INTIRATIOH INfOARITION, INPUTI. OTHERVISE 1NVJT 101;
IEADLN;
RtIO(PRtT);
I[ PIE[ • I MEN
FOR I:sI TO LOOPCOUNT DO
VRITELH(EFFOUTD,'INTERATIONs':21,I:7,'DIiMETtI.':21,DIAEI2:13:11);
Elm; 0 OOTDATI 2)





tNOW M 2 1	 -	 ^•
[UNCTION 1(M:1E101IAL;
(2 SOLVES OFTEN OCCURRING FUNCTION 21
^' ^;	 . IEGIN
!' I:sl.li(I-t.l)^SOFtM)12.0;
END;(	 ) *1t




` FUNCTION FEES (PO,M:REAL):REAL,






FUNCTION DEHSE(P,T:RE1L):REAL;( I CALCULATES LOCAL DENSITT t)
MIX
DEHSl:=P l Q tT) ;
ENO;(
	 DENSE t)












Xl:.l.l+c+o;[NO; ( tXu• )
'	 FUNCTION COMM REAL) :REAL;
'	 19GIN(tCONDUCTIIITF CALCULATIONII
•`•	 !: n f .211{32S[-0(1T;
C: n-{.1l107S21[-07t501(T);




FUNCTIOK FRINDTL(T I E1L1:I91L;
VI! I,I,C,D,E,F:REAL;







E1m;( t P1A1mTL 1 !	 ..	 .
FUNCTION ROU1T(X1,X2,D1,D2:l91L):I9/L;




Elm; ( t ROUT 2)
l	 FUNCTION DMOUT(M1,M MAL):BEAL;





DKOQT:=(( (t+1.0112.1)1lHtXl ) IB (X2)1— (.O/SOI(X21) tXi t PURt1,C 1;











0 USED IN CASE 2 OF NEWTON t)
VIA DMF:REAL;
r	 ; ,	 IEGIN
DKF:=2. U ([*Kl1S01(K2))+(t+l)/IIK215t)!(1(K1))I(FU11(tX1,IlIPV1(1(N2),3));
DKFIIC::OMF;




FUNCTION XFRST(M,D,MDOT,Pl, TI: REAL):REAL;
(t 
USED 









16END; I t KIST t)
fVNNCTION DMFIST(M,D,l1JI MAL):IEIL;
( I USED IN CISE 3 Of NEWTON t)
VIN A,C,E:Li1L;
•	 BEGIN
{	 C: n tt+1.11/(2.1^(I,1-E11;
^`	 DKEtST:=(lI^SOI(D1/1.1)^POtSOITIt/(RtTO))^(Pllt(l,C)-SOt(M)t(t+l.l)IE.OtPVll1,E)1;
Me MAST t);
FUNCTION NEVTONt M INTEGEI; K1,D,F,L,LTOT,lO,TI:lflL):lflL;
VII iDtEV,MOLO,DIfF,Di,D2,A,MDOT,DMF,HF aEIL;
COW:INTEGEI;













END( t WHILE 01
Elm; l ^ 1 t )
2: BEGIN
(• CALCULATES EXIT MACH FOR SECTICH WITH FRICTION GNLT tl
MOEO:s1.O1tKI;
COUHT:21;













END( t WHILE 21
3:
eBC k;(t01SE 1t)
(t CALCULATES INLET MACH NUMBER t)
)mOT:sL;
KOLD:=K1;
WHILE (DIFF )= 1.01011) 00
BEGIN
•	 KKEV:-KOLD-HEIST(MOLD,O,MDOT,IO, TO) IDNFRST(ImLD,D,11,TO);
OIFF:=ABS(MOLD-MNEV);
KOLD:ZKNEV;
END( t WHILE t)
END( $ 3 t)
ENO;( t CASE t)
KEWTON:sKOLD;
Y	 Elm; ( t NEWTON t)
4
1T EROCEOURE I)Q ETMICN (O,MDOT , 10,TO:REAL; VAR K , T,I,EHO ; REAL);
i!	 (t CALCULATES INLET CONDITIONS t)
VAR I:IEAi;
-	 IEGIN(t INLETKICI t)






17PROCEOURE AIEACHIHGE(D1,D;l,T0,11:11AL;IAI K, T,l,lHO,IE,F,NU,tL 1E1L);








If it (= 2101 THEN









Slur; ( I 11E1CRANGE 2)
S	 PROCEDURE FRICTION(TO,DIA,F,L:IEIL;VII K,T,l,1H0,lI,D:IEAL);













DID, ( t FR ICT10Nt
 )
FUNCTION DIAMETER(KDOT,TO,IO,K:RE1L):IEAL;




+	 DIAMETER:aSORT(AtPWR(I M 01;
END;(tDI1KE?ERt1
PROCEDURE SECTIOH(HUMTOT:INTEGER; LENGTH2OIVL:REAL; VAX I:DIVISIONS; VAR XMIV:IKTEGER);






IF MOT s i THEN
MIN
NUKTOT:=0;
• KIM; ( 2 If t)




IF IESL ) 1 THEN
IEGIK
KOIOIIV: =HU11p IV+ 1;





( t DEFINE LENGTH SECTION ARRAY t)
NU1Dl I V: =NU)ClOT+NUMD I V;












FUNCTION If UNC(N,TI,TW,FR,NU:IEAL; XET:INTECEU :IEAL;












MR ,a 1f UNC t)
0
PSOCCURE REITTRINS(TY,L,D,MDOT:IEAL; N:INTECEl; VAR .N,T1 PO T,P,1HO RE,[ 0 0X NU:REAL)







(t FLAC KIT If FLOW TURBULENT 2)
It NU ) 3.ii THEN EEY::1;





( t STEPWISE SOLUTION USING RUHGE-EUTFE METHOD 11




I	 WILE I (= N 00
IEGIN
i	 CI:sR[UNC(N,TO,TV,PE,NU,XZT);
It Cl ( 0 THEN C1:=0;( t FUNCTION UNSTIBLEt)
C2: nRFUNC((N+CltSTEPl2.0),(TI+STEPIV.0),TV,PR,NU,XIT);
i	 It C2 ( 0 THEN Ci:=0;( t fUMCTIOH UNSTIBLEt)
C3:=RFUHC((M+C2tSTEP12.0),(TO+STEPl2.1),7Y,PR,NU,XEY);
It C3 ( 0 THEN Cat-O;( I FUNCTION UNSTIBElt)
C1:=BfUHC(N+C32STEP,TO+STEP,TV,PI,XU,IET);




It K ) 1 THEN (tFUNCTION UNSTABLE, EXIT LOO121
,•,	 IEGIN
END(tift)
END;( t WHILE t)
It (C1 : I) OR (Cl s 11 OR (C3 = 0) 01 (CI =1) THEM











If it (n :111 THEN











DUG; ( 2  1EATlRANS Ii
PROCIDUIE SETIOUKD(IFT:IKTEGEI; VAR HII,LOWI,Dll:IEAL);
(t 10EIS DIAMETER SO THAT NICK MG! BE INTEUTED IN THE MAIN PROGRAM TO 111CH ONE t)
MEGIN(tSET10VNDt)










i	 PROCEDURE SVIH VIR 1,I1EIL);







PROCIDUIE ISOIT(START,TOP:INTEGER; VAR ARRT:COUNT; V1R CKT:ICOUKT);







FOR I:xSTART TO TOP DO RCHT111:=CKTIII;
19191T( t UNTIL SORTED WITH SMALLEST IT TOP t)
SWITCR:=FALSE;
'	 FOR 1:=STIRT TO TOP-1 DO
IEGIN







`	 UNTIL SWITCH n FALSE;
FOR 1: nSTAIT TO TOP 00 CHTEIl:a0U1m(1CKTIII);
`	 INDWISORTt)
FUNCTION KDOTMIN(O,TW:COUNT; TOI,EFF:IEAL. K:INTEGEI"):IE ►L;







ORIGINAL PAGE ISOF POOR QU AI.ITY
20
IEGIN(/MDOTMINII
( I INITIALIZE INDEI ARRAT /)
FOR I:=1 TO N 00 INDIItII: n I;
(/ CALCULATE WILD EIJT STAGNITION TEr"PERATURES 1 1
TIMII[11:441;
FOR I: n 1 TO N DO TOMAItI7: n tFF•(TW[II-TOKII(I.11)4TDMAI(x-11;
( 1 CALCULATE MASS FLOWS IS DIMMED IT SECTIONS 11
OTOTtI]:=1;
FOR I 	 TO N 00
IEGIN
OTOT(11;=OTOTII-II#Ot11;
NTAITIII: nOTOT(III(CP I (TI III II13 -TO 1)1;
41; Grote)




































(/ IRIPL915 VARIABLES FOR USE IN MAIN PROGRAM 21
IEGIM(1INITIALIEEI)
(=DETERMINE MINIMUM MISS FLOW?
XBOT:=MDOTXIM(OV,TW,T1(W. MAIEFF,NUMWLLLS);
(/ 111111 EIIST SECTION SIZE 1)
I(17:=DIVLENGTH;
(/ MINE IMIGINART LAST PIPE LENGTH 1)
LSPICE(NUMVALLS43 :=0;
".	 (/STAIT LOOP COUNTEB/1
LOOPCOUNT:=1;
r_	 (/INITIAL KACH MUMBEI GUESS21
11[17:=1^1;
x	 (1 INITIAL DIAMETER GUESS, ASSUMES INLET MACII OF 1.1 1)
011111:=DIIMETEA(MDOT,TO(II,POt1I,Mt17);
(• CALCULATE MINIMUM DIAMETER, FICH
LOWIOUND:=DIAMETER(MDOT.,T1tII,POt1],1.1);















( I INCIEKLNF LOO! COVNTERI)
'"	 L00[C00I^T:=LOOlCOUNT+t;
1' DEFINE FIRST PIPE LENG'1 ')
•	 LTOTAL:=1,31ACIC1l;
( ICALCULITI ENTRANCE CONDIT ►0NS11
Oltll:=I;OI U :^0;
Etll:=/.CIKDOTI(Pl$KV(TICII)ODIACEDOICOUNT]);
If 19111 (n 1011 THEN
IEGIN ( I LAMINAR FLOW P)
[I13:01i f/Wil;
111th:23.11;
tlml I l[' )
Ecsc




( ICALCULITE INLET CONDITIOKSt)




IEGIH( I MAIN FIOGIIK t)





1111AT ( I UNTIL THE FLOW IS CHOKED 2)
11INITIAL;
WILE (SPICECNT (= KUMVALLS+I) AND (MTEST ( 1) 00
IEGIN
( 1 TEST FOR CHANCE IN TEMPERATURE IOUNDART I)
If 11]] ( (LTOTAL-DIVLENGTHIl.0) TREK
1E91K( t FRICTION FLOW 9)
i	 (I DIVIDE FRICTION LENGTH INTO SECTIONS ')
SECTION(t,LSPACEISPACECKTI,DIVLINGTH,T,HUMDIV);
(' DEFINE END MACH NUMBER FOR TEST AT ENO tI
9	 M1NU)O) 










'	 ENDtt FRICTION FLOW t)
"	 ELSE

























DIM uD1 ► CLO0lCOUNT);
59TIOUND(HfEST,11110M ,LOVIOUN0,1111);
DIAILOOf000NTo l l:41A1;
VVTIL (NENVNDIVI ) 1,17) AND (1111C)IT )a 2 INUNVALLS+I) Ol (LOOlCOVNT f 31);
OCALCULATC OVEIALL ELEECTIVENESS 1)
Itf(MMALLSfII;.(TICNMIVI-TICII)1(TVINV)NALLSI-TItII);
( 2 C►LCVLATE TOTAL NEAT TAANSM 1)
^	 OYALLINUMVALLS^II;•MDO?^C1^(T01NV)1dIYI-TICIII;
VIITELN('OUTIVT STORED IN EILE EffOVTD,');



















TO ENTER DATA,	 ENTER i .	 OTHERWISE, ENTER 0, OF POOR QUALITY
!	 1
INPUT DATA AS	 PROMPTED BY TERMINAL
WHEN ASKED FOR A SERIES OF DATA SUCH AS THE SHIELD
TEMPERATURES, INPUT THE DATA I1 THE ORDER FROM DEWAR
• TO THE OUTER BOUNDARY.
ENTER THE NUMBER OF RADIATION SHIELDS
!	 s
NUMBER OF SHIELDS.	 5
ENTER SINGLE DIVISION LENGTH (M)
• ?	 0.002
DIVISION LENGTH (M) n 	 0.00200


















ENTER MAXIMUM HEAT EXCHANGER EFFECTIVENESS AS A FRACTION
?	 0.98
SHIELD EFFECTIVENESS:	 0.9800000
EN;E 23 INITIAL STAGNATION T (K)
INITIAL STAGNATION TEMPERATURE (K) n 	 1.23000
ENTER INITIAL STAGNATION P (PA)
?	 2100.0
INI?IAL S'FAGHATION PRESSURE (PA):	 2100.00000
ENTER NUMBER OF STEPS IN RUNGE—KUTTA METHOD
?	 1
STEPS IN RUNGS-KUTTA=	 1
OUTPUT STORED IN FILE EFFOUTD.
INPUT STORED IN FILES EFFINDI AND EFFIND2.
t FOR AN OUTPUT OF SECTION FLOW VARIABLES, 	 INPUT 1. OTHERWISE INPUT 0.
I	 1
^. FOR A PLOT FILE ENTER 1, OTHERWISE ENTER 0
?	 0
NUMBER OF INTERATIONS n 13
FOR INTERATION INFORMATION, INPUTI. OTHERWISE INPUT 0
?	 1
2.806 CP SECS,	 1027168 CM USED.
23
TT", Ef IQUTD	





,. ULOES Of INPUT
INLET STAGNATION TEMPERATUIE (R) n 4.2300101011
INLET STAGNATION PIESSUIE (PA)=2111.1010010101
• NUHRER OF RADIATION SHIELDS=
TIHPEIATURES OF RADIATIATION SHIELDS
: SHIELD TEMPERATURE (R)	 Is	 21.7000010101
SHIELD TEMPERATURE (R) 2= 	 31.7100101010
SHIELD TEMPERATURE (R) 3 n 	 15.4000010101
` SHIELD TEMPE11TU1E (E) 4 n 101.1100101011
r SKIELO TEMPERATURE (1) 5= l-41.1001011111
NEAT [KIM TO RADIATION SHIELDS
SHIELD HEAT (V)	 1 n 	 1.6114010100
SHIELD HEAT (V) 2=	 0.0540101011
SHIELD HILT (V) 3=	 1.1116000000
SHIELD HEAT (V) 4=	 0.1331101001
SHIELD HEAT (V) 5=	 1.1242000101
` 'PIPE LENGTHS IETVEEM SHIELDS
SPACELENGTH (H)	 1=	 1.0111010000
SPACE LENGTH (H) 2 n 	 0.0210100001
SPACE LENGTH (H) 3=	 1.1241010010
SPACE LENGTH(H) 1=	 0.0210101011
SPACE LENGTH (N) 5=	 1.1341010001
ZPACE LENGTH (H) is	 0.0350401011
SOLUTION SECTION SIZE (N)= 1.0020001001
II►EIHUM SHIELD EXCHANGER EFFECTIVENESS= 1.1110010101
TUVIS DF OUTPUT
x►ss (rLOV ac)s1= 1.0111011:72
PIPE DIAHETER We 1.0111214134
TOTAL PIPE LENGTH (N)= 0.2530001001
' SHIELD LENGTHS
SHIELD LENGTH (M)	 1=	 0.0320001010
{ SHIELD LENGTH (H) 2=	 U1119000961
j' SHIELD LENGTH (H) 3=	 0.0010101000
i.. SHIELD LENGTH (H) 4=	 1.0061000006
SHIELD LENGTH (M) 5=	 0,0310101001
1	
r
' 'IOT►L NEAT TR INS FEI (V)= 1.1123521133
SHIELD HEAT TRANSFER
1 ' SHIELD HEAT (V)	 1=	 1.0101914311
SHIELD HEAT (V) 2=	 0.0142411155
SHIELD HEAT (V) 3=	 1.1011726311
SHIELD HEAT (V) 4=	 0.1577514101
^. SHIELD HEAT (V) 5=	 1.7714723441
OVERALL EXCHANGER EFFECTIVENESS n 1.119114G4i1
SHIELD EFFECTIVENESS








SHIELD EFF S=	 0.4143441511
EXIT STAGNATION TEMEEATURE (X)= 145.1411257355
°• EXIT STAGNATION PIESSURE (PA)* 411.2511023106
LENGTH	 HACH NUMBER	 STAG TEMP	 STAG PEES TERI	 WSSUIE NUSSILT	 IETHOLD HUM	 SECTION HEAT	 TOTAL HEAT
1.10211
	
1.02145163	 4.230000	 2100.00001 4.2213	 2011.113 3.111	 713.15327	 1.0016001	 1.0100001
1.11401	 1.02141111	 4.130000	 2015.17130 4.2213	 2015.113 3.1i0	 713.13327	 0.1000001	 1.1000010
;.f
1.10110	 1.02153125	 4.231001	 1011.95601 4.2213	 2011.140 3.161	 713.15327	 1.0600001	 1.0100000
POOR QUALITYOF^_ ^•
1. fill 1 1.12151011 4.230011 1017,13611 4.2213 2017,123 3.i61 7t3.63321 0.1000001 1.1010010




1.11411 1.12170347 4.131601 1073,13157 4.2213 2073,113 3.661 713.63327 1.0000001 1	 01014006
1.11111 1,12174724 4.:31011 3071.93341 4.2213 1071.137 3.661 713.13337 0.1410100 1.1400010
1.1illl 1.02171141 4,231011 2067.97171 4.2293 :067.159 3.661 713.13327 111000001 1.0101001
1.11101 1.1:113111 4.330001 :014.10146 4.2213 1043.111 3.661 713.63327 1.1011101 1.1010010
1.1:141 1.12313311 5.111711 1063.72i17 5.1101 2062.741 3.261 672.11411 1.1172671 1.0171071
1.1:311 1.11312611 3.11077 2023.41131 3.1137 1062.213 3.660 637.46017 1.1070491 1.1141361
1.1:311 1.01754126 6.727147 5163.11301 1.7139 2161.716 3.661 616.44137 1.1161162 1.0311331
1.12711 1.12012741 7.311012 :062.74092 7.5139 2061.211 3.661 $79.13P417 1.1046179 1.1271211
1.12711 1.13031102 1.21471: 206:,36471 1.2122 1061.755 3.661 $55.03771 1.0114171 1.0343011
1.13116 1.13113371 1.121463 2061.16446 7.1234 2061.111 3.644 333.63231 1.1062737 1.1405131
1.13311 1.13311426 1.742133 2061.53111 9.7311 2131.646 3.661 $14.56304 1.0160556 1.04413VS
1.13311 1.13434176 11.431041 1061.1911i 11.4261 1051.162 3.660 497.31121 1.1031311 1.1514613
1.13711 1.13341104 11.171361 2061.61136 11.1171 2151.161 3.1i1 412.23767 1.113317: 1.6s1163S
1.13141 1.13143716 11.736346 3040.12177 11,1211 2037.141 3.660 461.11:26 1.1053626 1.1634211
1.14111 1.13737133 12.33:237 1031.2 M 12.3265 2057.201 3.661 436.12612 1.0031266 1.0617347
1.14311 1.13125605 12.110261 2031.05171 32.9039 2036.345 3.661 444.13061 1.1041111 1.1734455
1.14511 1.03107531 13.461513 1031.41311 13.4337• 2153.171 3.661 434.13156 1.0046365 f-0711010
1.14711 1.13114114 13.113576 2037.10573 13.9711 2035.111 3.161 4:3.67537 1.1044251 1.1115370
1.14110 0.04035424 14.471673 1037.19701 14.4717 1054.474 3.261 417.33605 1.0041976 1.0167:46
1.15101 1.04122119 14.149416 1036.66747 14.9111 1053.753 3.660 41 1.79271 1.1039730 COMM
1.13310 1.04127414 14.141466 1053.19041 14.9401 1151.171 3.641 411.77:71 I.o000/01 1.6106191
1.13511 1.14132171 14.141416 1031.31343 14.1401 • 2041.313 3.660 411.71M 1.1000101 1.1106116
1.13711 0.04131113 14.941464 1041.64271 14.1401 2043.716 3.661 411.71271 1.1000001 1.0906916
1.15f0i 1.0414306 14.149466 2043.17241 14.9401 1043.042 3.660 401.71271 1.1010001 1.1106116
1.16110 1.01141111 14.111166 1043.30433 11.9401 1011.370 3.661 449.71271 1.0100001 1.0101911
3.16311 1.14134552 14.141466 1040.63133 14.1401 2037.701 3.660 40 1.71270 1.1010601 1.1106916
1.16511 1.04139994 14.94466 2037.17301 14.1401 2035.033 3.661 441.71271 1.0000001 1.0102996
2.16701 1.14165446 14.141466 1033.31377 14.9401 1032.361 Lill 41 1.71270 1.1010001 1.1914196
1.11111 1.14110101 14.941466 2032.43411 14.9401 2029.105 3.661 411.71271 1.1000001 1.010611/
1.47101 1. N 116371 14.149466 2011.11111 14.1407 2027.045 3.661 10 1.71271 0.1010000 1.1906116
4.17211 1.04111160 14.141464 1021.34367 14.9407 2124.316 3.161 411.71271 1.0110001 1.0106116
1.17401 1.14406303 16.177166 2026.42771 16.3672 2023.141 3.660 315.71116 0.11377!1 1.1044717
1.17611 0.04614323 13.157711 2013.42141 11.1441 2021.132 3.661 363.01721 1.1133666 1.1171433
1.17101 1.04107155 19.611912 2024.34316 i9.iidl 1010,443 3.611 347.31611 1.1121172 1.1307425
1.11110 1.04916203 21.145131 2023.17362 11.1276 1014.110 3.641 331.95663 1.0123101 1.1431226
1.11201 1.15132121 12.141711 2011.91731 12.3227 2011.443 3.660 311.61051 1.1111251 1.1549477
1.11411 1.03110007 22.541701 2011.13711 22.3226 :014.357 3.661 311.10051 1.1000101 1.1541477
1.11601 1.03167113 22.342701 1013.16063 1:.3226 2011.172 3.660 311.41058 0.1000000 1.1349477
1.11110 0.05173131 12.342701 1012.11523 22.3225 2601.110 3.661 311.10031 1.1010001 1.1541477
1.11001 1.03113711 22.342711 1009.61177 12.5224 2005.111 3.661 MAIM 1.1000001 1.1541477
1.11210 1.05111741 23.542711 2006.34025 33.3234 2002.131 3.661 313.60051 1.0010001 1.1549177
,1.19400 1.15111721 21.542701 1013.47167 22.5223 1111.933 3.!60 311.60051 0.1000011 1.1541477
1.19601 1.05207732 22.542701 I001.40303 22.3222 1913.110 3.661 311.60051 1.0010101 1.1541477
1.11101 4.13215754 12.341701 1117.33730 22.3222 1712.107 3.460 311.60051 0.0000000 1.1349477
i 1.11000 1.05223797 12.541701 1!94.27341 22.3221 1111.137 3.661 311.60051 1.0000001 1.1541477
1.10200 0.15131051 12.542701 1111.21160 12.3221 2116.661 3.660 311.61031 0.1000001 1.1341477
1.11411 1.03231141 22.542701 1111.13161 22.3220 1113.601 3.661 311.60031 1.0000061 1.1341477
9 1.10601 0.15141043 22.543701 1113.11333 22.3219 010.336 L i61 311.11031 1.1016001 1.1341477
f 0.10110 0.05627711 23.161313 1913.27337 13.1340 1971.040 3.661 M.1640 1.0210100 1.1130276
1.11001 1.13171693 21.111921 1!11.10313 11.0851 M5,342 3.660 341.13416 1.1275712 1.1105111
1.11211 1.06305312 32.215003 1971.17034 32.2421 1171.316 3.661 250.54124 1.0267164 0.2373773
1.11400 1.06446119 35.317246 1116.26171 3:.1757 1161.171 3.660 135.4174: 0.0237410 1.1631113
1.11110 0.06619110 35.327241 1171.11041 35.2735 1164.112 3.461 235.41741 1.1000001 1.2631203
y 1.11100 1.16633697 33.327246 1960.11162 35.2752 1140.905 3.660 233.41742 1.1006000 1.2631113
4.12000 0.06147331 35.327246 M4.04711 35.2730 1136.111 3.661 235.41741 1.0100001 1.2631203
1.12210 I.16661421 33.327146 1959.97312 35.1741 1153.732 3.660 335.41742 0.0000000 1.:231203
' 1.12410 0.06675361 33.337241 1133.10507 35.2746 1141.646 3.661 235.4174: 1.0010000 0.2631203
1.12601 1.06611311 35.327246 1151.13451 33.1744 1144.361 3.660 235.41742 0.1000010 1.2631203
' 1.12106 0.06703433 35,327246 1947.76424 35.1741 1141.473 3.661 135.41742 1.0016000 1.2631203
1.13001 1.06717557 35.327246 1143.61423 33.1731 1936.311 3.660 233.41742 1.0000100 1.1631213
1.13200 0.06731737 35.327246 1131.63441 35.2737 1132.303 3.661 235.41742 1.0000001 1.2431203
1.13401 1.06745177 35.327246 1935.55416 33.2735 1121.221 3.661 135.0 142 0.1000001 1.2631213
1.13110 0.01760277 35.327146 1131.41566 33.1732 1124.133 3.661 235.41742 1.0010001 1.2631203
1.13101 1.16774636 33.337246 1!:1.41634 35.2730 1910.151 3.660 135.41742 0.1000000 1.1631203
1.14011 1.06711057 33.327246 1923.34161 35.2721 1915.965 3.661 235.41741 1.0000401 1.2631:03
1.14201 1.17311151 41.25152: 1111.34117 41.3123 1110.121 3.660 209.77216 0.1535706 1.3166101
1.14400 0.01941919 47.114214 1913.12011 47.1131 1104.152 3.661 110.04421 1.6319311 1.30011
' 1.14600 1.1140105 33.971266 1101.71111 $3.1430 1111.331 3.660 174.69461 0.1512571 1.4211717
1.14100 0.11490560 53.171366 1704.20421 53.1422 1112.711 3.661 174.61411 1.1000601 1.4101717
1.15001 1.11513503 33.173166 18!0.61011 $3.1413 1117.232 3.611 174.61461 0.1000001 1.4201717
1.13210 1.01540637 33.172266 1113.14674 $3.1407 1111.625 3.261 174.11461 1.0000001 4.4101717
1.13400 1.61563963 53.172266 1117.60377 53.1319 1176.011 3.660 174.61461 0.1006000 1.4101717
0.13600 1.01571411 $3.977266 1!11.03111 53.1311 1171.501 3.641 174.6946{ 1.6610404 4.4201797
1.13101 1.11611201 33.171266 1176.41111 $3.1313 1144.104 3.660 174.61461 1.0000001 1.4201717
1,.16000 0.01643121 53.172141 1171.91611 53.1375 1151,297 3.261 114.69461 1.0010001 1.4101797
1.16201 1.18661254 33.9M M 1165.33411 33.1367 1153.611 3.260 174.69461 1.1010000 1.4101717









1.111111 1111722121 53.172211 1174.14014 $3,1351 1141.415 3.110 MAIM41 1,1001001 1,4201717
'	 1.14100 1.01741111 $3,171244 1141,32135 33.1342 1131,714 3.441 174.114111 1,0000001 1.4201717
1.11100 1.11773151 73,172211 1142,1077: 33,1334 1131,111 3.460 174.114!1 1.00000002 
6
1,4201717
1.17210 1,11103037 53.1722!1 1131,2721! 53,1325 11:3.431 3.110 174.11111 1,0000001 014101717
1,17490 1,11130444 53.111241 1131,12101 53.1311 1111,757 3.1610 174.11441 1.1010004 1,4201717
^•	 1.171011 1.11151077 53,17:211 1127.17417 53.1301 1114,1111 Lill 174,11411 1.0010101 1.4201711
1.17111 1.11111131 33.172211 1120.30111 53.1211 1101,314 Lill 174.11441 1.1000001 1,4201717
1.11011 1.11114621 53.11:211 1114.0411 53.1210 1102.131 3.111 114.11411 1.0010104 1.4101711
1.11211 1 1 11151011 13.:71111 1101.11114 65.1671 1711.122 3.1110 132.12691 1.1151731 1.7113534
1.11411 1.10734737 71.401711 17 6.14721 74.1141 1771.647 Lill 134.11533 1.1141131 1,1107174
1.11/ll 1.11746331 11.11:632 1714, 6111 11.1031 1747.:53 3,161 1:5.31333 0.1115541 1.7012721
1.11110 1.12:11011 !1.731112 1771.04415 11.1524 1741.117 3.111 111.71151 1.0124114 1.7127311
1.11101 1.12151521 115,454112 1755.12443 104.1442 1730.755 3.661 110.371:2 1.1737314 1.13147:)
1.11:11 1.13511032 113.146511 1737,31321 111.3531 1711.111 3.161 115.54111 0,0!42414 1.1207117
•	 1.11411 1.14135145 111.514112 1717.74414 111.7201 !611.431 3.410 111.11531 1.1547233 IA 754471
1.11110 1.14633571 124.111112 1114.31551 124.1211 11/6,511 Lill 11.111141 1.1437314 1.0211124
1.11111 1.15101421 121.317141 1113.12117 111.3154 1142.434 3.1111 17.11377 1.1374334 1.1511131
1.31111 1.17555611 132.110421 1141,14111 131.1111 1117.071 Lill 13.31713 1.134M14 1.0173142
1.21201 1.13112331 135- Mlif 1124.71454 134.7117 1511.121 3.1610 14.15215 1.1x,::134 1.1131576
1.21411 0.11317114 131.200034 1311.44107 131.1163 1513.131 3.1141 13.21711 1.1117101 1.1335414
1.20601 1.14101315 141.133137 1571.13701 131.1201 1534.171 3.141 12.41411 1.1175162 1.1411141j
/.2/111 1 11221051 141.471721 1541.12111 141.1170 1305.277 3.111 11.13447 1.1112135 1.1612101
1.21101 1.17641117 142.612551 1513.31117 141.1411 1474.154 3.111 11.51144 1.1015131 1.1701137
1.11201 0.11074111 143.41 1412 1413.41311 141.1441 1443.711 Lill 11.21114 1.0075047 2.1713112
1.21411 1.1172504 144.171517 1432.32121 141.7524 1411.531 3.110 10,11774 1.0051511 1.1142442
1.21110 1.11000111 144.730411 1421.31471 143.0011 1371.313 3.644 10.71:11 111045401 1.1111051
1.31100 1.11505714 145.141121 1317.34210 143.3231 1344.221 3.11/1 10.14141 0.1035471 1.1123521
1.22111 1.21024511 145.141124 1353.12173 143 2251 1301.151 3.411 10.11141 1.0110000 1.1123521
1.22211 1.20511371 145.141124 1311.15011 143.1171 1272.121 Lill 11.66141 1.1010101 1.1723521
1.22401 1.21207721 147.141121 1211.13611 142.7153 1234.135 3.111 11.16141 1.0010101 1.1123521
1.221101 1.21111123 145.141121 1244.34141 142.1541 1117.121 3.444 10.41141 1.1010001 1.1123521
1.2:111 1.23142137 .147.149121 1205.31157 142.6111 1155.411 3.611 11.14141 1.0010001 1.1123521
1.23111 1.23414414 145.141121 1145.32401 142.7147 1113.343 Lill 11.461/1 1.1001001 1.1123521
1.23214 0.24432301 145.1411211 1123.45314 142.3041 1061.354 3.611 10.46141 1.0010001 1.1113521
'1.23401 1.25511511 145.141121 1071.72353 142.0531 1033.201 3.111 10.64141 0.1010001 1.1123521
1.231111 1.2051147 145.141126 1033.15111 141.7511 174.544 3.1111 10.14141 1.0010101 1.1123521
1.23111 1.21117112 147.111121 115.47331 141.3717 I23 Ill 3 461 10.!11141 0.1010101 1.1723721
1.24001 0.21116131 145.141121 134.10541 1,11.1111 147.514 3.161 10.44141 1.1010101 1.1123521
1.24201 1.32111403 147.141126 171.01101 1,19. 3012 107.707 3.140 10,11141 1.1040001 1.1123521
1.24411 0.34167451 145,141124 111.41551 131.4712 741.16i 3.641 11.64141 1.0010101 1.1123521
1.24601 1.31365111 145.141121 733.10333 131.1ill 161.713 3.660 10.1041 0.1000001 1.1113521
1.24141 1.43113113 145.141126 671.76133 134.31111 511;233 3.140 11.61141 1.1000001 1.1123521
1.25101 1.532110111 145.141124 513.31541 132.5372 473.111 3.610 10.11141 1.1010101 1.1113521
1.35201 1.71441131 145.141124 412.11271 121.3842 313.137 3.411 11.11141 1.0010001 1.1113521
1.15311 1.10000000 145.141124 461.25710 101.7245 221.373 3.660 10.11141 1.1000111 1.1723511





1NTERATION= 	4 DIAMETERs	 0.1072017323
INTERATIONs
	 5 DIAMETER:	 1.0030152431
INTERATIONs	 I 0IIMETE1s	 1.1017361113
IIMITIM 7 DIAMETERS	 0.0013124121
INTERITIONs	 1 DIAMETERn 	 0.101IM257
INTERATIONs	 1 DIAMETER: 1,0011001575
INTER&TIONs 10 DIAMETER: 1.1010111734
INTERATIONs It DIAMETER:
	 1.1011341154
INTERATIONs 12 DIIMETERs 1.00111111:7





o%no m AL PAGE 19
TtlE,EFFLUEM
PROGRAM EFFLUIM ( INIUTI,OU 'RIB,tFFOUTII,EFFINIII,EFFi101t,POIR);
ORIGINAL PAGE 8!7	 27
OF POOR QUALITY
(fotfll$ttttstli Iftitttattittlt ttmettltafttt set Sot let 220 tit 2 It
(11022212stmota t2stirtes2/1221 tlsstttollistts eta off Sea Iii Ili It 121
(12$112tislf tt*! fa122t212f21211 tstsialttttif t• Ste lot tot sea set tea its)
(Sot its 221 tee tit let Its it# Sets 1221)
(set its Ott ate sst see tie $ft title title)
(eft its fee tot 111 too ots Sot Seats* 122101)
(201 122 its its Sea sit tot 222 it$ Sea Its	 Ise)
(fat 1fa tit Ste 222 222 its tot 111	 tests its)
(021 112 tee tot Its tot Sea tot eft	 222 119)
(itt2621 $*least #Itself tea tat tit Its its	 f !t2)
(alle ges ifistat Seattle 110 aft tea !!t eft tell
($982292 totttet 1222022 toe *to 122 tea its #tf tea)
(122 tot its tie 202 122 Ott Ott 222 Its)
(oat its *!t its its If t 1112 tee #to alt)
(tot Sts Ifs too, tot tit fit its tat test
(tot Its tot *so tit 122 0211 tot 110 122)
(its Its life tit 2e2 fill Its its tea Its)
(tttltitetistlt! tit Mai totttotfttitett sttiteslgt02* its tot 122 lit)
(ttittttt//12/11 its Ita t2eot122212i211 affiliatis* fat tit tat lot)
(ftttttetttttttt sit Its ttt*ttlttttttt! /*190tht tat tat tea tat)
(sltftttttiefltfttlttittfi9/tt^tttflte'1111110$it*2ltstlttttttftltftttfttfllttftltfftg*esltttfttttotli lfetittttttttttftftttfitttl
(t1tltttfttftttl/ttttstttltttttltitttoftttt!2110112/fttttttittfftttettttoftttt$itittlt$itfttttftgtriftttittttfttgttttttttflttt)






	 UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS	 /f2ttt1titltftft$ttltlt!#rttttll:ftttfteetftt)
s -	 (102tti gg tittteetttfftfitttttflttltltltl 	 #tttigiffl/gttltittttttfflttttf2titit2tttltet)
( 2222titifte22lgtlt *1ttulitl22tt! $ tlftf WEI CONTRACT OF NASA, IMES RESEARCH tmtitu22tltatfllt22ff/ltetttftttttttfttttlt
^	 (ttetftetatf*ttttttfgtttlittttgastttttft 	 ftftittfttfftotfitilttttfftttigittitttflitttft(#titttiti*titttttetftt!ltt ttt:2211021102
	JULY 1 1 1912	 Itt02ut/tet22tt22fgtrfl:f fftu2122ifttttettl;
(fttfet02ttfgfftftttltftttteittlt/tltifttttiffttlt#tttflffltttttttllfttfittllftltlttlfltttflttttltllt1fi1/ltfftltfittftttttf)
(ti/1111*111110/ffttftttttts$tlttttltttttl:ttfltttttftttlttttttfttttfttt'tttfttfttttttftttttfttftfltt1tt11t/ltflt!lltlftttttttlttt)
ik• ( 2	 THIS PROGRAM DETERMINES CEITIIN PARAMETERS OF THE EFFLUI 	 21
( I RESULTING FROM THE PARASITIC HEAT LOAD ON A HELIUM DEWAR IN
	
t)0 SPICE. THE SHIELD SYSTEM CONSISTS OF CONSTANT TEMPERATURE 	 at
°	 (2 SHIELDS WITH 1 GIVEN DIAMETER IND PIPE LENGTHS. THE MASS FLOW a)

































• ,	 If IND11 ) 1 THEN
BEGIN
( I REID IN DATA 21
VRITELH('INPUT DITI IS PROMPTED IT TERMINAL');
VRITELN(' ');
• -	 VRITELN('VHEN /SEED FOR A SERIES Of DATI SUCH IS THE');
VRITELN('SHIELD TEMPERATURES, INPUT THE DATA IN');
VRITELN('ORDEI FROM THE DEVAR TO THE OUTER IOUNDAIT');
VRITELN(' ');




VRITELH('NUMBEI Of SHIELDS n ',NUMVALLS M ;
VRITELN(' ');












VRITELH('INPUT 31STAXCES RETVEEN SHIELDS (W);






VRITELN('ENTEI PIPE LENGTHS ALONG SHIELDS (M)');





EMD); ( t fOR* )
i	 VNITELH('ENTER TEMPERATURES Of RADIATION SHIELDS (E)');
















i	 VRITELN('INITIAL STAGNATION TIMP£RITURL (E)O ME11:15:f);
VRITELH(' ');
; .	 TVE6I:40111;




VRITELN('INITIAL STAGNATION PRESSURE (H1:',r1EI]:1S:f);
VIITELH(' 'l;
















VIETILN('NUMBEL OF STEPS IN RUNGI-IUTFA n ',II:51;
' tND(^IF^1
ELSE







' FOR I: n1 TO NUWALLS+1 00 REAO(EFFINMI,LSFACILII);
r FOR I:.l TO NUMVALLS 00 READ(IFFINMI,LVALLEI]);








M;( 2 AUDITS 1 )I`
PROCEDURE OUTDATA;
MIN
VRITELK(IFFOUT)I, ' LAMOV OMUT':M;





VLITILK(IFFOUTM,'HUMBER Of SECTIONS •':SO,KMMDIV:S);
VRITELK(EFFOUTM,'DEVA! STACNATION TEMPERATURE (i) n ':51,170(11:21);
VRITELK(EFFOVTM,'DEVAR STAGNATIOX PRESSURE (PA)s':SO,POf1]:20);
VLITELN(EFfOUTM,'MASS FLOV APPROEIMATION (EG1S) n ':5O,MDOT(II:21);
VLITELK(EFFOUTM,'
VRITELK ( EFFOUTII,'	 ' );
N VRITEEN(IFFOUTM,'SHIELD TEMPERATURES (I)':11);





t	 1 VRITELK(EFFOUTH,'	 ');
VRITELK(EFFOUTM,'MASS FLOV (IG1S) n ':SO,MDOTILOOP000NTI:IS:9);
ilITELN(EFFOUTM,'TOTAL HEAT TRANSFER (V) n ':50,O1LXUMDIV]:I5:f);
VRITELH(EFFOUTM,'	 ');
111ITILK(EFFOUTM,'1111ILI HEAT TRANSFER (V)':10);
FOR I: n I TO MALLS DO VRITELN(EFFOUTM,'SHIELD HEAT (VI';/O,I:2,' n ':1,0SRIELDIII:IS;1);
VRITELK(EFFOUTM,'	 ');
WITELN ( EFFOUTM, ' SHIELD HEAT EICHAXGII EFFECTIVENESS': M ;
101 I: n 1 TO KUNWALLS DO VRITILM ( MOUTM,'SHIILD EFFECTIVENESS': /O,I:2,'•':1,EFPIII : 15:f);
VRITELN(EFFOUTH,
VLITEEK ( IFFOUTM,'	 ');
' VIITEL)t('fOR AK OUTPUT OF SECTION FLOV VARIABLES, INPUT 1. OTHERVISE INPUT 1.');
MOM
READ ( PEEK );
If KIT = 1 THEN
.. REGIN
WRITEILfFOUTM, ' LENGTH':10,'IIACH NtIM2IR' : 15,'ST1C TEMP' : 13,'STAG PIES':151;
VRITT ( EFFOUTM,'TEMP' : 10,'PRESSURE' : 10,'HUSSELT 1 1 :10, 1 1ETHOLD 1':12);
VRITELN(EIFOUTM, ' SECTION REAT 1 : 15,'TOTAL HEAT':13);
VRITELK(EFFOUIN,'
FOR I:21 TO HUMDIV 00
MIN
VRITE ( EFFOUTM,'	 ' : l,2tI7:1:3,'	 ' : S,MI1]:10:1,'	 ':5,TO(I3:11:1);
VRITE ( EFFOUTK,'	 ':5,POt1] : 11:3,'	 ':I,TEI3:1:1,'




VRITELN( ' FOl A PLOT FILE £HTEL 1, OTHERVISE ENTER i');
READM IEAD(TAB);
IF TAB ) 1 THEN
11CIN
• VRITELK( ' 101 PLOT Of STAGNATION TEI(PERITURE ENTER 1.');
29
z^ 0RIGINAL PACE ISQUALITY
t OF - 1^4a
30
VRIT[LN('FOR PLOT OF STIGUTION PRESSURE ENTER 2,');
VRITILN('FOI PLOT OF NEAT TRANSFER ENTER 3.4;
• ltAOLR; U10(TAI);








VRITILK('FOl INTUITION INFORMATION, INPUT 1.	 OTNEIVIll INPUT t.');
RIADLK;
R[URt[T);
IF 119T n 1 THU
FOR I: n i TO LOOPCOUNT 00
VRITILN(EFFOUTH,'INTERITION:':21,I:9,'MASS FLOV.':21,MDO 113 :13);
VIITELN('OUTPUT STORED IN FILE EFFOUTN');
W;(* OUTOATA *1
' FUNCTION M(N,P:IEIL):REAL;






[UNCTION I M IZAL):!9►L;
(* SOLVES OFTEN OCCURRING FUNCTION 0)
1901M
tllD;t* / *)
FUNCTION TENP(TO,N I E1L):REAL;
(* CALCULATES LOCAL TENPEIATURE t)
1EGIN
TUIP: nTI/1(N);
'I M;(' TOO 11
FUNCTION FIES(PO X IE ►L):IE►L;






j FUNCTION DENSE (P. :READ: REAL;
f (s CALCULATES LOCAL DENSITT 1 ) u
IECIN K
DENSE: nF MAT);












t FUNCTION COND(T:lE ►L):RE►L;
VAR 1,I,C,D:IEIL;
IEGIN( 1CONDUCTIVITT CALCULATION*)
I: of. 113 721147 1;
OF POOR QUA1.1 + It
ORIGINAL PAGE 1S
1:=1.31165251-IItT;

















Gm; ( 2 111NDTN )
i	 fU11C?ION xflICtxl,x2,D,f,L:I11L):BE1L;
VAR x11:1111,•
(t "" IN CASE 2 OF x'vroN t1
BEGIN
KII:=(SOB( xt)-SOB(xl)II([tSOI(xl tH2)•)#(I+1.1)1Q .0 29) 1 LN(1(x21*501(Kl)I(i(xl) t SOI(N2) 1)-4.ItftLID;
IFI IC : =xfl;
KNOW x1110 tl
MC?ION DHFBIC(xt,x2:IEAL):ItAL;
T	 (t ISO IN CASE 2 OF NEWON t)
In DKF:IEIL;
BEGIN
Ox1:=2.1/(I+H2 tSOI(xt))+(61)It tx2 tSOB(I(W )I(!VR(xl,4) @ FYI(I(W . 31);
ONE BIC:=DMF;
If ONE ( 1.171 THEN (+FUNCTION UNSTABLE, RACH-1 IFFIGICHEDt)
Dxrelc:=t .1;
tlm;( t OKFIIC 1)
FUNCTION 4!$T(x,0,10)OT,e1,T0:1t1L):RE1L;




ENO); (t HEIST 1)
l
MOTION DHFIST(H,D,lI,T1:I£1L):RE1L;














( t CALCULATES EXIT RACE FOR SEC?ION VITH FRICTION ONLT 11
xOLD:=1,A1tH1;
COUNT:=1;




DIFF: n 1BS ( NMLD-1D(EV);












	 END(t WHILE 11
END;( tCASE 1t1
BEGIN
( t CALCULATES INLET x10E 011111 21
RDOT: n L;
IOLD:.xI;





IND( t WHILE t)
EIm( t ! ^1
Elm; ( t CASE t)
KIMM: =HOLD;
am; ( t NEWF01 t)
IBOC (IDUI
ILC
NL1Eix1Cx(D,p COlm(TIOMSEA1; Y3 M;T,l,1HO:IEIL);
Till A MIL;






^-	 110CEBURE FRICTIOMM ,DIA,F,L:REAL;V11 M,T,l,IH0,11,0:1CAL);
( t 101 FLOW VITH FRICTION ONLT 21











M; MRI CTIOM )
y
FUNCTION STIGTEMP(TO,N,NU,IF,xDOT,L:REAL):REIL;
('t CALCULATES NEW STAGNATION TEKPERATUIE FOR FLOW VETS HEIT TRI)(SIE1 t)
1EG1N
ST1GTIxt: =N# ((TI-TW) I ESP ( ( HI( t l I I I(M)  I (MI)MCP )1) ;
M;(tSTAGTEMPI)
FUNCTION IFUNC(M,T0,TV,PR,NU:EEIL; XM INTEGLI) MIL;
( t


















PROCtOUlt IIEATTRINS(ZY,L,O,RD0T:1tlL; N:IMGER; VAR M,TI,PB,T,P,1N0,lt,F,O,0t,NU:REAL);
(t+








(* FLIG 911 IF FLOW IS rJllULW 01
• '	 It RU 1 1.11 THEN UT: n l;





`	 It (TV-T12) ( 1.0001 THEN
( 2




'	 FACTOI: n 111EVL;
VRITELN('THL FLUID TEMPERATURE IPPROACNES THE VILE TEMPERATURE');
WIITILH('AT IN IHOETIRXIHATE LENGTH. INCREASE THE NUMBER OF');
WRITILN('S0LUTI0N SECTIONS. SUGGESTED INCILASI IT FACTOR 0F',FICT0Rcll,',':1);
VRITELN( 1 O1 MORE.');
cm 10;
' ^	 EEO);(^IEtI
( 2 STEPWISE SOL(R'IOM USING RUHGI-EUTTE METHOD 0)
( I CALCULATE STYP SIZE w)
STtP; n►RS((T12-T11)lNl;
I:=l;
1	 WKILE (I (s N) IND (TEST n 01 DO
J _	 11GIM
C2: RfUNCIM,TO,7VJl ,HU, atT) ;
+ If Cl ( 0 THEN C1: n0;('FUHCTION UHST►BLP)
i	 C2:=RFUNC(lM*C1^5?EPl2.Of,(T0^5?EP12.01,TV,PI,NU,tET);	 •
j If Cl ( 0 THEN C2:=1;('FUNCTI0N 'UNSTABLE*)	 -
C3:=IEUNC((M+C22STEP12.0),(TO•STEC(2,C),TV,PR,NU,tIT);
If C3 ( 0 THEN C3: n 0;( t rUNCTION UNSTABLP )
Ct::RFUHC(M+C3'STEP,TO+STEP,TV,PI,MU,IET);
IF C/ ( 0 THEN C4:=0;( 2 FUNCTI0H UHSTIBLtt)









ttm;( s WHILE S)
IF (Cl n I) OR (C2 = 0) 01 (C3 = 1) OR (CI n 1) THEN










If It (= 2101 THEN
I1GIN ( I LIMIMAR FLOW It
F:=11.01RZ;
119:4.11;
END( 2 IP )
1LSt














11ITTUNS 8)	 OF POOR QUALITY
PROCEDURE SECTION(NVILL:INTEGER; VAR NDIV:INTECIR; LS,LV:COUNT; VAR I:01TISIONS);




IECIN (t SECTION t)
0 CALCULATE NOKINAL SECTi:4 SIZE t)
LTOT:sI;
FOR I:sl TO WALL DO LTOT:sLTOT+LVIII;
FOR [:at TO HVALL+1 00 LTOT:•LTOT+LSIII;
L: nLTOTI)(UNDIV;







FDA I:el TO S tWILL+t 00
IECIN
EET:.E9T+1;















IN D; ( tVHILEt )









PROCEDURE SETIOUND(EET:111TECER; VAR 113. LOW MOOT: REAL);
IECINMETIOUNDI)






















































itorTEININE MLII!!UM MLSs Rowto
1mOTIlIIt•(rI*SBiT(D1A11^.01*!OC!]*SOHT(I/(UTOCI])1^lVL(l;Cl
	 ,
(ICNECIt GIVEN MASS FLOW 1ND REDUCE if NECESSIRTI)
I[ MDOTII] ) MDOTMAI THEN MOOTEII: nq.1*MDOTMII;
0 CAL•CULATF, TOTAL PIPE LENGTH *1
LTOTAL: n1;
FOR I: n I TO NUMWILLS 00 LTOTAL::LTOTAL+LWILL(I];






(*INITIAL MACH NUMBER GUESS*1
NI1I:21.11;



















ICE 11: n 1.0 2lJOTILOOPCOUNT]I(PI MUM I 11) 2011);
If EE111 ( n 2001 THEN






	 ORIGINAL PACE 19
OF POOR QUALI'T'Y
♦ 





END; ( ►ELSn ►
( ICALCULATE INLET CONDY?IONSI)
INLETMACH(DIA,MDOT(LOOPCOUNT1,POtt],Tltl],MII],Ttll,ltll,IHOtll);
(*INITIALIZE CONTROL C11112)
IMST: • l ;
El WRICINITIALI)
V	 I01110 MAIN PIOCIAM 2)






lElEAT 0 UNTIL THE FLOV IS CHOKED 1)
IEINITIAL;
WILE (I ( NWIV1 AND (MCI] (a 1.17) DO
IEGIN
(2 JOIN FRICTION UOV CALCULATIONS 1)






























END; (riIHILE 2 )




UNTIL INIX MDIVI ) 1.17) 1ND (MENUMDIVI ( 1.03) OK (1,001000NT n 31);
CMATI;
It: 10.(I MAIN PROGILK 2)
I
0RIt31 *AL PAGE IR
OF POOR QUALITY	 37
INM.
TO ENTER DATA, ENTER 1.' OTHERWISE , ENTER 0.
! I
INPUT DATA AS PROMPTED BY TERMINAL
WHEN ASKED FOR A SERIES OF DATA SUCH AS THE
SHIELD TEMPERATURES, INPUT THE DATA IN
ORDER FROM THE DEWAR TO THE OUTER BOUNDARY
ENTER THE NUMBER OF RADIATION SHIELDS
? 5
NUMBER OF ;SHIELDS n 	 5
ENTER NUMBER OF SECTIONS FOR SOLUTION
! 125




DIAMETER ( M):	 0.0016000



















ENTER MAXIMUM SHIELD E XCHANGER EFFECTIVENESS
? 0.96
MAXIMUM SHIELD EFFECTIVENESS: 	 0.980000000
ENTER INITIAL STAGNATION T (K)
? 4.23
INITIAL STAGNATION TEMPERATURE ( K)=	 4.230000000
ENTER INITIAL STAGNATION P (PA)
? 2100.0
INITIAL STAGNATION PRESSURE ( PA): 2100 . 000000000
ENTER MASS FLOW APPROXIMATION ( (G/S)
? 0.00000163
MASS FLOW (KG/S):	 0 . 000001630
3	
ENTER NUMBER OF STEPS IN RUNGS-KUTTA METHOD
^.	 ? 4
NUMBEROF STEPS IN RUNGS-KUTTA:	 4
' FOR AN OUTPUT OF SECTION FLOW VARIABLES, INPUT 1. OTHERWISE INPUT 0.
! 1
FOR A PLOT FILE ENTER 1, OTHERWISE ENTER 0
? 0
FOR INTERATION INFORMATION, INPUT L. OTHERWISE INPUT 0.
? 1
;. OUTPUT STORED IN FILE EFFOUTM
1.824 CP SECS, 1014668 CM USED.
ORIGINAL PAGE 19 .





=191 Or SECTIONS n 	 121
DEV11 STAGNATION TEMPERATURE (I) n 	 4.231100001001#010
DEVAI STAGNATION PRESSURE (PL) n 	 2.10000100000E+103
SASS FLOV 11Pl0EIMATION (IG/S) n 	 1.63100101000E -016
SHIELD Tt"111TVIES (1)
SHIELD TEMPERATURE 1s 21.710000001
31IE1,11 TEMPERATURE 2s 31.700000010
WILD TEMPERATURE 3 n 65.400100001 q
SHI"JLD TCNIEIATURE 4s 101.100000060







SHIELD HEAT TRANSFEI (V)
SHIELD MELT (V) Is 1.065715115
SHIELD HE1T (V) In 1.041191032
SHIELD MELT (V) 3 n 1.171671217
SHIELD HELT (V) 4s 1.015742111
SHIELD MELT (V) S n 1.334111443
T SHIELD HEAT EICMl91GEl EFFECTIVENESS
i SHIELD EFFECTIVENESS is 1.143247712
SHIELDEFFECTIVENESS In 1.463717702
SHIELD EFFECTIVENESS 3s 1.43d311394
SHIELDEFFECTIVENESS 4s 1.310115171
SHIELD EFFECTIVENESS In 1.716241974
LENGTH MACE NUMBER
	
STAG TEND! STAG PIES	 TEMP PRESSURE HUSSELT 1 REYNOLD 0 SECTION HE1T TOTAL HEAT
^- 1.10262 1.01473167	 4.230001 2100.10611	 4.1297 2191,61! 3.161 421.51017 0.0010061
a
1.1000000
1.00405 0.01471161	 4.230000 2093.64477	 4.2217 2092.163 3.660 42!.51017 1.0000001 1.0000000
1.10607 1.01413611	 1.130100 2011.11111	 4.22!1 2015.121 J.id/ 429.50011 1.0010001 1:1010010
1.10111 1.01411614	 4.130000 2077.20I37	 4.2217 2071.111 3.661 429.50117 1.0000004 1.0000000
1.11112 0.01413562	 4.130000 1072.31506	 4,2297 2071.121 3.661 411.50017 1.0000001 1.1000060
1.11214 0.01491511	 4.230011 2065.45022	 4.2217 2065.063 3.660 421.50017 1.0010001 1.0000000	 a
1.11417 0.01501511	 4.230000 2051.60711	 4.2217 2051.111 3.660 421.50011 6.0040000 1.1000060
7 1.11611 0.01501509	 4.230000 2051.11772	 4.2217 2051.311 3.660 421.50017 1,0000001 1.0000000
1.11122 0.01513123	 4,230100 2044.!1191	 4.2217 2044.511 3.160 421.50017 0.0000000 1.1000010
1.11100 0.01511551	 4.130000 2031.21427
	
4.2217 2037.122 3.660 421.50117 1.0060001 1.0000000
1.02102 0.01523515	 4,230006 2031.41121
	
4.2217 2031.011 3.idl 421.50011 0.0000000 1.1000000
1.12305 0.01711757	 5.621331 2031.22571	 5.1277 2031.613 3.611 115.13193 1.0071299 1.0171211
1.12507 O.C20119:0	 7.355642 2030.72014
	
7.3546 1030.235 3.611 351.71031 1.0061131 1.1131430
1.12710 0.01111954	 1.100342 1030.37312
	
1.7111 2121.753 3.idl 324.14483 1.0014447 0.0213117
1.12112 0.0256;113	 10.153171 1030.11400
	
10.1320 2027.131 3.140 303.43151 0.0060371 1.1244256
1.13114 0.0250:172	 11.410611 2021.75236
	
11.4012 2021.01 3.id3 215.11161 1.0056061 1.0320311
1.03317 0.02629116	 12.567116 1021.28046	 12.5641 1021.101 3.660 271.69315 0.0051415 1.1311933
1.13511 0.02739014	 13.624711 2021.76111	 13.6214 2027.491 3.661 251.90346 1.0047156 1.0411017
1.13723 0.02034634	 14.513734 2021.21714	 14.5%91 202d.131 3.641 230.11411 0.0042777 1.1461164
1.13924 1.02!11360	 15.441031 1021.0,165
	
15.4436 2024.110 3.6dl 241.!4291 1.0031556 1.0501421
1.11121 0.02911624	 1d.122353 1027.01205	 16.2177 2025.491 3.660 233.11241 0.0034341 4.1514910
1.14321 0.03155d10	 16.112162 102d.34161
	
16.1477 2014.711 3.d41 221.32131 1.0110711 1.051571l
1.04531 0.03111d31	 17.323545 2023.di2ti	 17.5191 2134.14d 3.660 224.46321 0.0027326 1.1593014
1.14734 0.03160419	 11.066121 2024.97171	 11.0608 2023.I91 3.4d1 220.34621 1.0024146 1.0111241
1.14136 0.03213107	 11.543362 1024.25131	 11.5370 :022.511 3.dd0 216.15411 0.0021257 1.0631417
1.15110 6.03240272	 11.161531 2023.50334	 lt.954! 2121.731 3.661 213.11121 1.0111654 1.0157132
1.15302 0.03247127	 11.961331 2019.23736
	
11.9541 2117.461 3.4dl 213.01121 1.0000001 1.1657151
1.13505 0.03254161	 11.161331 2114.17436	 11.9548 2013.174 3.661 113.01121 1.0000001 1.0137131
1.15707 0.032611:1	 11.961S31 2010.31111	 11.9541 2001.733 3.6d0 213.61111 0.0000001 1.1657152
1.15711 0.03261367	 11.111511 1001.17053	 11.9541 2004.312 3.161 113.11121 1.6009001 1.0657152





11.1547 1995.611 3.661 213.80121 110000001 1.0657152
0.16511 0.032116dl
	
11.111531 1113.16647	 11.9547 1111.337 3.611 113.11811 0.0000000 1.16S7132	 j
1.1672! 1.0311d111	 11.961531 1181.14571	 11.9541 1987.141 3.di1 213.11121 1.0000001 1.0157152
1.16112 0.03303995	 11.161331 1114.53187	 11.154d 1112.724 3.6d0 213.11821 1.0000061 111657152
1.17124 0.03311112	 11.141539 1111.22413	 11.1546 1171.413 3.661 213.11121 1.0000001 1.0dS7151
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4.17101 0.03311401 11.111531 1973.12414 11,1513 1174,101 3.461 313.11431 I,oa0e06i
1,17412 1.13325134 11.961531 1171.11M 11.1343 1171,112 3,111 213,18111 1,0010101
' 1.17103 0.03312037 21,732713 1170.11371 21.7:35 1161,121 3.161 111,24021 0.1123117
1.17117 1.13716!11 24.211311 1/0.0115 24.2571 1967,311 3,160 11231316 1.0113154
1.11114 1.13943231 26,332116 1111.33701 26.3312 1163.714 3,640 172,11213 0,1111171
1.11201 1,04114301 21.571331 1116.13417 21.5623 1164.015 3.161 113.11103 1.0191341
• 1.11413 0.04101112 21.371330 1143.53SlS 21.3612 1!60.101 3. Ail 163.1110: 0.1001109
1.11415 1.04101116 28.571331 1110.20631 21.3122 11.37,447 3,641 113.10103 1.0000001
1.11807 1,04115231 21.371331 1136.13117 21.3621 1154.194 3.111 163.10102 0.1000001
1.19111 0.04122217 21.371331 1133.31154 28.5421 1151.742 3.640 163.11103 1.0000101
1.11312 0.14129314 21.371331 1130,16642 21.S610 1147.312 7.640 113.10102 0.0000001
1.11414 .0.14134412 21.371331 1946.12271 31.5420 1144.144 3.164 113,10102 1.0000001
1.11617 1.04143123 31.571330 1143.41164 21.3411 1140.617 3.661 143.10113 1.1000001
1.1!111 0.04150773 21.571330 1141.131!1 21.5611 1731.331 3,611 113.10103 1.0110001
1.11122 1.04137146 21.371330 1131.10171 21.3611 1134.101 3,440 113,10112 1.0010101
1.11224 0.04165140 21.371331 1133.44301 21.5417 1131.165 3.161 143.10101 1.0100101
1.11426 1.04172337 21.571331 1136.12172 I	 .3411 1127.324 3,111 143.10112 1.0000001
1.100 1 1.04171515 21.311330 1126.71117 21.5416 1123.914 3.611 113.10103 1.0000001
1.10102 0.04116461 21.371330 1123.13541 21.3416 1120.123 3.661 113.10103 0.1000601
1.11113 0.04101357 34.441317 1121.45571 34.4211 1111.061 3.141 144.11636 1.0211713
1.11201 1.04151113 31.145471 1911..10013 31.4121 1114.167 3.640 130,17511 0.1241141
1.11401 O.OSIS7114 44.411122 1115.61112 44.1153 1!11.254 3.660 120,14151 1.0214172
1.11102 1.05270749 44.646122 1111.04151 44.1031 1901.621 3.110 120.14151 0.0000001
1. tills 0.05283132 44.644622 1101.21124 44.6041 1101.131 3.ito 110.14151 1.0010001
1.13107 1.03217111 14.646422 1101.34437 44.6047 1117.114 3.111 17,0.14131 0.1000001
1.12210 0.05310311 44.644123 1194.71017 44.6045 1112,332 3.640 120,14151 1.0010001
1.12412 0.03323101 44.646122 1112.03571 44M43 1117.513 3. 
Ito
120.14131 1.1000001



















1.13222 1.03371231 44.641112 1172.91771 44.4034 1111.412 3. Ail 120.14131 0.0000011
1.13434 0.05311911 44.441122 1111.13311 44.1032 1163.706 3.111 120.14151 1.0000001
1.13124 0.03405143 44.644!22 1143.44715 44M30 1151.121 3.610 1:0.14151 0.0000001
1.13121 1.03411714 44.641132 1131.70011 44.1027 1154.141 3.661 120.14151 1,0000008
0.14001 0.03433743 44.141422 1153.13041 44.1015 1141.311 3.610 120.14131 0.0000001
1.14302 0.05441514 44.441622 1141.51354 44.1013 1143.010 3.440 120.14151 1.0001501
0.14403 0.01113!!1 53.101113 1144.17721 35.1410 1131.132 3. Ito 102.45110 0.0302437
1.14110 0.04173151 it.101311 1131.10117 !1.0109 1131.912 3.464 11.05174 1.0454113
+ 1.14103 0.0141/711 16.101311 1131.55383 66.1111 t824.707 3.644 11.03174 0,1000001
6. 1.13015 0.01727344 ii.101311 1124.01171 66.0013 1117.224 3. ill 11.05174 1.0000001
1.15207 0,06755014 14.101311 1116.12123 W0015 1807.724 3.640 11.05174 1.0010101
1.13410 COMM: It.101391 1101.14411 16.0177 1102.113 3.610 91.05174 1.0010001
1.15411 0.0{111422 11.101311 1801.44575 it.0011 1714.615 3.640 11.03174 010000101
!,13114 1.01146321 11,101311 1714.13131 46.0051 1717.141 3.Ito 11.13174 1.0000000
' 1.11117 0.01811340 {6.101311 1711.60143 61.1051 1771.311 3. Ito 11.03174 0.0000001
1.16211 0.04118160 it.101311 1771.05126 it.0042 1771.004 3.640 11.03174 1.0000001
1.14422 1.06 IM S 41.101311 1771.41504 61.1033 1714.415 3.610 11.05174 0.1060011
I.t6624 0.06158350 64.101311 1763.11772 66.0023 1156.307 3.640 11.05174 4.0000001
1.11121 0.04918531 66.101311 1136.32401 61.1014 17 I MI 3.640 1t.03174 0.0000001
1.171:1 0.07011141 it. 101311 1741.71381 16.0005 1741.540 3.640 It .63M 1.0000001
1.17331 0.07050017 At.1OV379 1741.08171 65.1915 1733.112 3.160 11.05174 0.1000000
1.17434 0.07011317 it.101391 1733.44230 65.1915 1721.205 3.640 11.05174 1.0010001
1.17636 0.07113041 11.101311 1715.78011 IS.1775 1731.512 3. Ito 11.05174 1.0000001
1.17131 0.07145058 At.101311 1711.10170 1$.1115 1711.100 3.660 11.05174 1.0000000
1.11100 6.07177433 ii.101311 1710.40457 43.1933 1703.061 3.610 11.03174 0.0000161
d 1.11202 0.071105161 61.101311 1703.11744 63.1944 1194.504 3.it1 11.13174 1.0000001
1.11403 0.01278777 81.071887 1613.19076 15.1817 1614.333 3.160 75.11737 1.0810101
1.11107 0.01t62007 103.554111 1110.11131 103.1443 1668.194 L it1 47.10203 1.0171561
1.11111 0.01810631 117.378171 1{63.17101 114.1771 1650.343 3.640 11.17615 0.0416117
1.11012 0.10404018 127.456451 1144.57721 121.1131 1121.107 3.!60 58.77742 1.0441535
1.11:14 0.10831136 134.371112 1621.19213 133.1451 1607.103 3.660 54.11441 1.0301452
1.11417 1.11178771 134.117103 1511.73144 131.3405 1583.110 Lill $5.75381 1.0202101
1.11419 0.11476311 141.121051 1513.18431 141.1060 1557.114 3.460 35.01215 0.1111716
1.11122 0.11745417 143.451103 1541.12471 142.1110 1331.717 3.6ia $4.14333 1.0011537
1.20024 0.12000114 144.712172 1523.22124 144.1911 1505.114 3.660 34.31047 0.0030141
1.10221 1.12253011 145.492101 1411.10241 144.7445 1477.511 3.6il 54.23111 1.0031241
1.20421 1.12418703 143.412601 1444.44271 144.7344 1441.412 3.610 54.23111 0.0000001
1.20431 0.12731403 145.492101 1440.25181 144.7060 1421.121 Lite 54.23191 1.0000001
i 1.20134 0.13003153 145.412608 1411.52143 144.1731 1311.117 3..!60 34.13111 0.10000011.21136 1.13M I34 145.492601 1312.11171 144.1373 13611.027 3,!10 54.23111 1.0010001
1.21231 0.13511121 145.412601 1351.90131 144.5171 1331.2/! 3.640 $4.23811 0.0010001
1.21441 0.13111213 145.492101 1320.12227 144.5545 1211.711 3.ito 54.23191 1.0010001
1.21143 1.14270315 145.412608 1I11.17113 144.5041 1267.314 3.661 54.13111 0.0000000
1.21100 0.14150170 145.492i01 1231.41301 144.4531 1234.370 3.161 54.23111 1.0000601
4.22002 0.14118150 143.112108 1130.17197 144.4011 1107.152 3.460 34.23111 0.0000001
1.22205 0.15414051 145.492401 1194.21187 144.3437 1172.101 3.440 54.13111 1.0000001
1.22407 COMM 145.492601 1160.41813 144.1713 1131,521 3.640 54.23191 0.0000001
1.22411 0.16440273 145.41:401 1123.17137 144.1371 1011.001 3.660 $4.23111 1.0000001
1.2211! 0.17041763 143.412601 1065.74181 144.1117 1051,151 3.6i0 54.23111 4.1000001


































































































1.33317	 e,L1111S1S IIS.lrftai 1011,15232	 143.1470 171.317 3.140 51,23411 O.IOOQ001 1.4311511
1,23411	 1.11351111 145.412104 9it.35371
	
MAIM 131.131 3.111 50.2311t 1.0010001 1.1301311
1.23133	 0.213700t7 145.111411 115.13123	 143,4171 114.111 3.410 54,2311t 1.1000001 1,1301511
1.33121	 1.21570111 115.112101 417.72314	 143.2315 134.117 3.641 31.23111 1.0000101 1.1301511
0.24121	 1.23022173 145.112101 111.41113	 142.1511 711.115 3.111 54.23111 0,1000101 1.1311511
1.21221	 1.24127112 115,112101 741.11143	 113,3411 723.101 3,111 51.23111 1.0001001 1.1301511
1.21131	 0.27113131 113.112101 101.17711	 111.1131 $10,151 3.440 34.23111 1.6000001 1.1311511
1.14134	 0.30314111 t45.192111 433.04343	 141.1333 541.111 3.140 51.33111 1.0000001 1.1301511
1.31131	 1.35172317 115.112104 $51.50341	 131.7031 503.146 3,411 54.23111 0.0100011 1.1301511
1.25131	 1.43411735 10.492100 411.14122	 131.7157 401,173 3.141 51.23111 1.1106001 1.1301511
1.35311	 0.14031711 143.112104 310.11127	 124,1510 251.741 3.141 $4.23111 1.0000011 1.4311511
1.25311	 1.00001010 145.112101 323.71131	 101.1132 157.111 3.111 3433111 1.0000101 1.4301511
INTER►TIOKn 	 1 MASS FLOW. 1.130010E-011
IIITERATION=	 2 KASS FLOV. 5.133333E-107
INTER►TIOKs	 3 MASS FLOW. 1.155551E-017
INTM ►TIOK9	 4 K►SS FLOW 1.140741E-007
INTERATIOM.	 5 MASS FLOW. 7.115171E-001
INTERATION=	 6 M►SS FLOW. 7.112305E-007
IIFFERATIOK:	 7 KASS FLOW. 1,341055E-017
IRTER►TION.	 1 KASS FLOWn 1.574355E-407
)k^
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conditions of the dewar	 a.re equivalent to	 the entrance
stagnation	 conditions.	 The	 continuity	 equation	 for	 one-dimensional flow
' states that
A = pVA. (B.1)
The definition of Mach number is
' M - V/C(YRT) 1 /2 ] (B.2)
3
Combined with	 (B.1),	 this yields
A - (YRT)1 /2 pMA (B.3)
_ The density may be expressed in tenns of the stagnation density and the Mach
number.
i P = p0{1 + [(y - 1) /2] M2I -I / (Y-1) (B.4)
The ideal gas equation states
^ Po	 P 0 /RT 0 (B.5)
Combining Eqs.	 (B.4) and	 (B.5) yields
P = CP o/(RT o )]C 1 +	 (Y -	 1)/2 M2] -1/ (Y-1) (B.6)
Similarly, T may be expressed in terms of M and To
T = To{l	 +	 (Y - 1)/2]
M2}-1 (B.7)
Combining Eqs.	 (B.3),	 (B.6),	 and (B.7) yields
t 
m = (Y /RTo ) AMP 0{1	 + C (Y - 1)/2] M
2 {CY+I]/C2(1-y ) ]}} (6.8)
:.. We wish to solve	 for the Mach number.	 Since the equation	 is nonlinear	 in M,
_• the Newton-Raphson method of solution is	 invoked.	 Starting	 from some initial
condition,	 new	 values	 of	 M	 are calculated	 iteratively	 until convergence	 is
obtained.	 Using the expression
Mnew = Mold - Cf(Mold)]/Cf'(Mold)] (B.9)
where



















APPENDIX C: FRICTION FLOW MACH NUMBER CALCULATION
The differential equation relating the change in Mach number to the
change in distance is
	
dM/M - {[YM2 B]/[2( l - M2 )]) [(4f dx)/D]	 (C.1)
Solving with the imposed boundary conditions of M - M 1
 at x = x l and M = M 2
 at
x = x2 yields
[4f (x- x l
 )]/D = { (M 2 - Mj )/ (Y M2^)
+ [(Y + l')/N]*ln[(Mj 6 2 ) /(M2 Bl)])	 (C.2)
Solve for M 2 with the Newton-Raphson method using
f (M 2 ) _ I(M 2 - M1) / (Y M^ M2)]
+ [ (Y +l ) /2r] l n[ (M 1 B 2 )/ (M 2- B l )] - 4fL/D	 (C.3)
	




where L = x2 - xl.
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APPENDIX D:	 STAGNATION TEMPERATURE CALCULATION FROM AN ENERGY BALANCE
The	 heat	 transferred	 to	 a	 fluid	 as	 it	 travels	 through a	 pipe	 within
isothermal walls is
A dq = h(Tw - Taw ) wD dx (D.1)
The differential 	 change in heat of an ideal 	 compressible gas is a	 `unction of
the stagnation temperature.
dq = c 	 dT o (D.2)




dTo = h (Tw -'T aw ) n D dx (D.3)
The	 adiabatic wall	 temperature	 of a	 laminar	 flow is equal	 to the stagnation
temperature.	 For turbulent	 flow,	 the	 slope of the temperature profile of a
fully developed fluid is too steep to apply a recovery factor; therefore, the
adiabatic ,wall	 temperature will	 be assumed to be also equal	 to the stagnation
temperature for turbulent fluid.	 Equation	 (0.3) may then be expressed as
ih c 	 dTo = h(Tw - To ) n D dx (0.4)
One may recall	 that the Nusselt number is defined as
Nu = hD/k f (D.5)
Equation (D.4) may be then expressed as m 
c 
	 dTo = n Nu kf (Tw - To ) dx.
dTo/(Tw - To ) 	 (,r Nu k f )/(m c p ) dx (D.6)
Integrating Eq.	 (D.6) with the boundary conditions
To = Tol at x = x 	 and To = T02 at x = x2 yields
T02 = T 	 - {[Tw - TOl ]/Cexp(,r Nu k f L/m c p )1) (D.7)
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APPENDIX E: HEAT TRANSFER WITH FRICTION
The change in Mach number in a pipe is a function of the change in length
and the change in stagnation temperature.
dM
Ir ' 
• M	 4f—^d-"- + " 1 + YM2 B dT°—	 (E.1)
2(1-M )	 2(1 - M )	 a
From the energy balance in APPENDIX D, we have
& C  dTo = p V n /4 D2 C  dTo = h (Tw - To ) n D dx	 (E.2)
One may express these relations in terms of dimensionless parameters.




[dTo/(Tw - To )] _ [4 NuD]/[Pr(16/f)] dx/D
(4f dx/D) _ (16 Pr/Nu D )[dTo/(T w
 - To)]
For laminar flow the differential equation is then,
dM = . Y M2 B	 16 Pr	 dT o .	 1 + Y M2 I B dTo
M 2(1 - M2 )	 Nu0 T  - fo	 2(1 - M ) o
For turbulent flow, one may invoke the Reynolds analogy
St = f /2
and
dTo/(Tw - To ) = 4(f/2) dx/D
So that for turbulent flow,
dM _ YM2B	 2dT0
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Equations (E.1) and (E.11) are solved numericall; with the Runge-Kutta method,







LAOS j ­ 111"IenragE22MM-i
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APPENDIX F: RUNGE-KUTTA SOLUTION
The basic Runge-Kutta equation is rather simple.





C2 = F(Ton + eTo/2 „ Mn + c  eTo/2)
'	 c3 n F(Ton + eTo/2, Mn + c2
 eTo/2)
	
C4 = F(Ton + eTo, M n + c 3 aTo )	 (F.2)
The function F is simply a form of the differential equation we wish to solve
for




'	 For laminar flow,
	
dM.	 MB	 2	 16 Pr	 1 +	 M.F = ^- _ - -[Y M ( ' u	 _ 	 +	 3	 (F.4)
	
0	 To))2(1 - M)	 D w0
For turbulent flow,
	










APPENDIX G: FLUID PROPERTIES
All curve fits shown below were performed by a standard IMSL Math Library
routine on the University of Illinois Cyber 175.	 They are valid only in a
temperature range of 4.2 K to 350 K.
Thermal conductivity:
k f
 = 0.0 157218071 + 6.3416525*'10 -4*T - 6.99407521*10-7*T2
+ 4.52003096*10 -10 *T3	(G.1)
4	 Viscosity:
u	 1.10419265531*10 -6 + 1.160677594648*10-7*T
l




Pr = 0.570232994 + 0.0055872291*T - 7.58324532*10 -5*T 2+ 4.32720501*10`7*T3
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In most texts, the
	 area	 ratio	 is	 given
	 in	 terms of	 the	 area	 at	 the
throat,	 A*. The	 following
	 merely	 algebraically
	 solves for	 some	 arbitrary
A2.
Al/A* _ {1/M 1 } {[2/(Y +	 1)] B11{CY+1]/C2(Y-1)]} (H.1)
A2/A* _ { 1 /M2} ([2/(-y  +	 1) ] 8 2} { CY +1 ]/C2 (Y-1)
 (H. 2)
A2/A1	 = {M l /M2} (B2/Bl )(
 [Y+1 ]/C2 (7 -1) ]} (H. 3)
Solve for 42 with a Newton-Raphson method.
f (M2) {Ml /M2} (62/61){ CY +1 ]/C2 (Y- 1 ) ]}	 - A2/Al (H.4)
2
